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PREFACE

:s edition of Haricarita is based on a single manu-
?t of the work in the Adyar Library ; it now bears
Shelf No. 21-P-26. It was entered under Jyotisa
:he Catalogue of the- Library, Part II, P. 566

the Shelf No. 40-B-26, and bears the title

^ftil:. When Pandit V. Krishnamachari was ex-

ling the manuscripts of the Library for preparing
Alphabetical Index of the Manuscripts, published
.dy as No. 45 in 1944, this manuscript was identi-
is a Knvya, and was there entered with the correct
on p. 152 as No. 7461.

When I had the occasion to examine the manu-
t of Sumanoramanl, a commentary on the Meghct-
s&a, it was discovered that the author of that
oentary, Parames'vara of Payvur, was the author
work with this title. So Pandit Krishnamachari
rtook to prepare an edition of the work which,
g regard to the importance of the author, I felt
a be made available to scholars. I suggested to
that he may add a very brief commentary in
:nt on the poem. Now it appears in that form,
text is being published serially in the Adyar
ry Bulletin from May 1947 (Vol. XI, part 2) It is
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now issued as a separate book in the Adyar Library
Series,

There is only one manuscript for the work and it

was identified only recently. The editing was done

by Pandit Krishnamachari. I have compared the

manuscript with the edition and I am giving a com-

plete list of the variants in reading., so that readers

may know the exact apparatus that was available for

the edition.

The description of the manuscript is given below :

It is a palm-leaf manuscript in Malayalam script.
It is about eight inches long and one and a quarter
inch wide, with three quarters of an inch margin on
the left and a quarter of an inch margin on the right.
There are, on an average, eight lines in a page with an
average of forty letters a line. There are two holes
for the string in the middle of the sheets nearly three
inches from the margins, and in the lines which
border the holes, there are fewer letters. It is written
on both the pages. There are nineteen folia, and
the work ends on page 196 in the middle of the
fourth line. The writing is inked. After .the end of
the text with: ;Nfci flU^fr, there is the following
without any inking: ^ gfcfcj ^TH* | grog which
brings it to the close of the line. The rest of the
is left blank.

The manuscript begins : ^; rftaorqa* qq:
|

on the first page of the first folio. The handwriting is

very clear, in bold, round letters. The manuscript is
in a good condition of preservation, On the sixth
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folio, there is only one line on the second page, which

ends with : qTi%5: <Tftt 3! (verse 78). Then it is continued

on the first page of the seventh folio, the whole of the

rest of the second page of the sixth folio being left

blank
;

I do not know why it is so left blank. Three

folios, Nos. 15, 16 and 17 are slightly injured with a

tear near the left side hole, due to being eaten by

white ants. This is the only injury to the maauscript,

and this has. not affected the text, to any greal^ extent.

The first folio is marked with the letter
sft,

and the

rest are marked in the usual Malabar way with the letters :

123456789 10

fisi^ssRjTSfliB^ n .

and then the letters ^ to ^ for the numbers 1 to 8 being

given below 13 for the numbers 11 to 18. Along with

the first folio marked sr%
there are thus 19 folios. Then

there are two extra blank folios also, thus making the

total into 21.

There is a blank folio in the beginning and in the

end.On the first page of the blank sheet in the beginning,

there is written : s*nfcl3[ gsf ^fo in three lines across the

page, in ordinary writing ink, which I identify as the

writing of Pandit R. A. Sastri. Since the work begins

with : rft4; a*l: which is foe first of the 248 Vukyas of

the moon's position, used in South India, I can under-

stand how the mistake in the Title arose. In 1928

when I was issuing the Catalogues, I had to depend on

;he list then available. The mistake continued till the

nanuscripts were more closely examined recently*
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When I examined the Sumanoramant and wrote

a note on it in the Adyar Library Bulletin in February?

1945, I had with me only a transcript of the work

from the Palace Library of Trivandrum, which did

not mention either the name of the author specifically,

or the other work of his, namely, this Haricctrita*

So the Alphabetical List of Manuscripts in the Adyar

Library, published in 1944, did not contain the name of

the author of this work. But I conjectured that

Parames'vara must be the author of the Svaditankarant

etc., and my conjecture became true. Two months

later, I came across two other palm-leaf manuscripts
of the Sumanoramanl from which I definitely found

that Parames'vara the author of the Sumanoramanl
was the author of Svaditankarani etc. and that he

had also written a poem called Haricarita. I have men-
tioned the name of this poem in my article on PayyUr
Bhattas in the Journal of Oriental Research, Madras,
in September 1945. I even started on an edition of

the Sumanoramant, but gave up the idea when I

found that the work was being undertaken for edition

from Trivandrum.

The author of the poem is a scholar hailing from
Malabar. So he must have known the V&kyas as they
were current in Malabar

at, his time. I do not know
what amount of liberty he has taken in writing this

poem taking each of the Vftkyas as the beginning of
each of the verses* I notice some "divergence in read*

ing, The V&kyas are even now current in Malabar.

They are used in determining the position of the moon
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ay after day. I knew them when I was a little boy,

tudying the rudiments of astronomy along with my
ther preliminary studies in the field of Sanskrit

ccording to the traditions of my Royal Family. I

m giving at the end the list of the Vukyas exactly
s they are now being used in Malabar. Whatever
ie differences, their numerical values are not altered
o I presume that the author took the liberty only to

dapt the Vnkyas for the poem. The Vctkyas give
iree numbers, namely, the Rns'i, the Tithi (30th part
f a Rn$i) and the AmsTa (60th' part of a Tithi, called
k in Malabar). The Vnkyas must be read from
ght to left, in 'noting the corresponding numbers,
'hus the first two syllables note the Hi, which is the
-st (in the extreme right) in the numbers. The next
vo Indicate the Tithi

; the rest, if any, indicate the
r*sf. Even in these, the first letter shows the unit
lace and the next the place of tens. I have given
ic numerical values of the Vnkyas in the list that-

appended.
When the particular Vnkya for a specific day

is to be ascertained, the usual method is that the
nkya, number for the first day of each month is given
the Malabar Almanacs, and we add the number of

lys that
^have expired, to get at the Vukya for that

ly. The Vnkya number is generally given in the
rm of the local notation which follows the decimal
stem. So we can easily get at the day's Vnkyct by
iminating the hundreds and tens and then counting
e units that remain. For this, we must know the
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Vnkyas in groups of ten. I have given the beginning

of the first Vnkya in such grouping, which is also

taught to students in Malabar. There I have added

the first and the last V&kyas, though they are not

taught. We start with the eleventh and end with the

241st. Since there is a difference in the numberings

of the verses and of the Vnkyas cm account of the fact

that there are five Vnkyas for which there are two

verses corresponding to each, thus bringing the total

number of verses to 253 for the 248 Vnkyas, I have

given the corresponding verse number for the Vnkyas
in this second list, noting where and what the differ-

ence is.

It would be noted that the first 245 Vnkyas com-

prise nine rounds of the twelve Rft&is. I have also

added a list in which the Vnkya number where each

round ends is indicated. -This is not of any particular
use. But I give, it for ready reference for those who
'like to know.

Much is now known about the author and his

family, that have become famous among modern
research scholars in recent times. The following
are the places where there is information about the

Payyur Bhatta family and the various members
who have contributed to Mimamsa and Poetry in

Sanskrit r

1. Sphotasiddhi edited by Pandit S. K. Rama-
natha Sastri, Madras University Sanskrit Series No* 6 ;

Sanskrit Introduction by the editor and English In-
troduction by Dr. C, Kunhan Raja.
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2. Tattvabindu edited by Prof. V. A. Rama-
swami Sastri, Annamalai University Sanskrit Series

No. 3
; Introduction by the editor.

3. Sumanoramani, commentary on Meghasan-
des'a, edited by Prof. V. A. Ramaswami Sastri;

Introduction, Journal of the Travancore University
Oriental Manuscripts Library, Vol. II, Part 3 (Octo-
ber, 1946).

4. Sumanoramani, Adyar Library Bulletin, Vol. IX
Part 1 (February, 1945) by Dr. C. Kunhan Raja.

5. Sumanoramani, Dr. C. Kunhan Raja Presenta-
tion Volume, 1946, by Prof. V. A. Ramaswami Sastri.

9. Purnasarasvati, Poona Orientalist, Vol. IX,
Parts 3 ahd 4 (July to October, 1944), pp. 142 ff. by
Dr. C. Kunhan Raja.

7. Payyur Bhattas, Journal of Oriental Research,
Madras, September 1945, pp. 13 ff. by Dr. C. Kunhan
Raja.

I am dealing with the problem of the author and
the work and the date in the Introduction, and there
is no need to go through the whole ground again. I
will add only whatever is new on the problem.

When I was checking up the V&kyas with the
verses, I noticed that there are a few places where
some revision is necessary. They relate to verses where
there is a difference in the matter of the numerical
values of the letters between the -Vnkyas and the
beginnings of the verses. I am adding a note on
them in the Introduction that follows. I have pre-
pared a full list of the metres employed by the poet'
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and the variety of metres is something that is really

striking.

The poem is, naturally, a very artificial one and
Pandit Krishnamachari must have had a really trying
time to reconstruct the text and prepare a Sanskrit

commentary, having only a single manuscript at his

command. But he has done his work with admirable
ability. Pandit K. Ramachandra Sarma of the staff
of the Adyar Library helped him in preparing the
edition and in passing it through the Press. The
Vasanta Press has also done the work with their usual

mastery of the technique in printing in all its aspects.
I hereby express my hearty thanks for all of them on
behalf of the Library.

Adyar Library C KUNHAN RAJA
20th February, 1948.
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INTRODUCTION

THE Haricarita is a small poem of 253 verses dealing with

the story of S'rikrsna. Such a work was not known till very

recent times. Even the name was not known, to say nothing

of the manuscript. The manuscript was remaining uniden-

tified in the Adyar Library for a very long time. It is not

-possible to say when the manuscript came into the Library.

The manuscript was noted in the Classified Catalogue of

the Library published by me in 1928. It was entered as a

work on Astronomy. After examining the manuscript, I find

that it must have been acquired through Pandit R. A. Sastri,

in whose handwriting I note the entry of the name of the

manuscript on the blank folio in the beginning. The name
is there entered as ^fasRj^EJRR, evidently due to the fact

that the work begins with if\$; #q: which is the first of the

Vakyas used for determining the position of the moon day
after day. Now it has been identified as Haricarita and the

author has also been identified as Parames'vara of Payyur
House in Malabar.

It was in 1944 that a manuscript of the Sumanoramani,
a commentary on the Meghasandes'a by Parames'vara was

brought to my notice as being deposited in the Palace Library
at Trivandrum (Descriptive Catalogue, Vol. VIII, pp. 3020-21,

No. 1875), and I asked for a copy which was immediately

supplied to me. Based on this I wrote a short note on the

work in the Adyar Library Bulletin in February, 1945* When
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I had occasion to visit Trichur, Cochin State (Malat

mooths later, I was able to secure a palm-leaf manus

this work from a friend, and also a transcript of tl

prepared by the late Panditaraja K: Rama Pisharot

from a palm-leaf manuscript in Nareri Mana. 1 ex

both and I found that the palm-leaf manuscript repres
recension different from the copy I had from Triva

being slightly longer and that the transcript, from

Mjana was still another recension, being longer th

recension of the palm-leaf manuscript*

In the transcript I had from Trivandrum, the con<

verse was :

'

*nfTT f^I IjSfft =?
I

?Rf: Si

This had a .very close similarity with the colophon
S-vaditankaranl of Parames'vara :

ffcT Sffasfafto^

-q^^fi ^T^i^f *sfc&: it

^. ftrt^ir . - . . i

. .
..

. ^f oqff^n f9TT II

From this similarity I conjectured that Parames'vai
author of the Sumanommam, must be the same as the au
the Svaditankarayi> and, as Buch,oiihejusadhvankara::

It was when I got the other manuscripts in my B^

tour that I found that the concluding verses were quite
ent there. There I found the following verses :
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^iii ^

SWT

*ET$RT:

It was found that there was a specific entry about the-

of the Sumanoramanl being identical with the author

SvaMtankaranl, the commentary on the Nyayakanika,
3 the mention that the Haricarita was "a brother of the

oramarfit there was also a "mention of Mlmqms& works,
he commentary on a work called the Ny&yasamwcaya
3inmentary on the Kanika, which is certainly the

tanika. And this latter must be the Svqditankaraqfi.
le Nyayasamuccaya and its commentary have yet to be
red.

.would have edited the Sumanoramani myself; but
Informed that the edition had already been undertaken
rivandrum.' Sol returned both the manuscripts I had
d from Malabar to the owners. In an article which
shed in the Journal of Oriental Research, Madras

9 in

ber, 1945, I mentioned that the author of Haricarita
mes'vara. After I wrote that article, Pandit Krishna-
f the Adyar Library brought to my notice the manus-
: the Haricarita, which had been identified during his

ttion of the manuscripts. I requested him to prepare
ion with a brief Sanskrit commentary ; and the result

resent edition.

the Payyur Family in Malabar, six generations of
' been identified from references in their works,
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They were : Rsij Parames'vara, Rsi ? Parames'vara, K--

Parames'vara. Of these we. know nothing aboot the

Rsis, But the three Parames'varas were great authors-,

the first Parames'vara, the author of Svaditankarani, wl
written this Haricarita. His mother was Gauri, and t

his education under one S;ankara aod one Bhavadas;

latter being his uncle, as is known from the concluding
in the Smnanoramanl cited above. He had a son r

Vasudeva, who is the author of the various Yamakaki
His grandson Parames'vara wrote the works like "the

naentary on the Sphofasiddi, called the Gopdlika, the

mentary on tie Taftvabindu of Vacaspatim'is'ra, an*

commentary on the Nititattv&virbhava of Cidananda.

grandson Parames'vara wrote the commentary on the J
myasutras. Fuljer accounts of these various members <

family and their works can be had from the sources I

already mentioned in the Preface and there is no need tc

with the points again here.

T must confess that at this stage, all that we kno
that Parames'vara, the author of ^the Sumanoramani
written a work called the Haricarita, There is nothl

prow that the present work is that Haricarita. The
verse in this poem and" the colophon give' only the nat
the work as Haricarita. It is rather strange that there
mention of the author, when practically in all the wor
the Bhattas of Payyur, there is some information abou
author. In the fourth verse of the poem j there is

passage :

f|
I

as the second half, which implies also that this work was
posed by Parames'vara, though such a construction hi
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relevancy in the context. It may be a veiled reference to

the author.

Parames'vara's son, Vasudeva is the author of many
works. Among the works from the Payyur .family are

Kaumarilayuktimala, a short work dealing with Mlmamsa,
and VakyavaK, a poem dealing with the story of S'rikrsna.

There are manuscripts of both in the Government Oriental

Manuscripts Library, Madras, and they bear the numbers
R- 3060 (a) and R. 3607 (c) for the Kaumarilayuktimala and
R. 4204 for the VdkyavalL In both of them, the Vdkyas of

Vararuci are taken, up and verses are constructed with these

Vakyas as beginning. The following is a fuller description
of the works :

^fltegftCTIST. No. R/3607 (c) is the original palm-leaf

manuscript, very fragile and crumbles by a mere touch ;

many leaves broken and many lacunae. No. R. 3060 (e) is

its copy. It begins :

: qjr

: sftftdterestsif ^ g

"he work ends.

w^ H^i wfci ff
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The Colophon is

^O

|: -

also ^f^33TS3^gT^T^^

In the second of the concluding verses and also in the

prose colophon, it is found that the author is the son of

Rsi and Gopalika. Parames'vara II is one of the sons of Rsi

and Gopalika. In the prose colophon there is reference to

Vasudeva and Parames'vara. Can it be by a younger brother

of Parames'vara II and can Vasudeva be the uncle ? All that

we can be sure about is that the authorJs the son of Rsi and

Gopalika and that this Rsi is the son of. Parames'vara the

author of the Sumanoramam, commentary on the Nyayakaftika

(Svaditankarani) and one Haricarita. and a commentary on

Nydyasamuccaya*
The Vakyavali is a work in four sargas dealing with the

story of S'rlkrspa. The beginning is missing. The available

portion starts with :

This is the fourth Vakya and, as such, it is only a very

small portion that is missing. The first sarga ends with

the Vakya ?jf{ fqqj^T- (54) at the story of Kaliya. The

second sarga ends with the Vakya jj^l^ftftqzfi (109) at the

story of Sandipani. The third sarga* ends with the Vakya
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(124) at the story of Jarasandha. The whole poem

ends as :

qspg

'

sparf^. *FTsrfa

wi *ri wswifci ?ra*R \\

^

At the end of every sarga there is the colophon

The original for this transcript kept in the Government

Oriental Manuscript Library, Madras (R, 4204) was in the

possession of the Vadb-yan Nanibudiripad 5 Achipuram, Mala-

bar. -I have noted that many manuscripts which bear the

name of the Payyur family are now in the possession' of

this Vadhyan family. It is to be presumed that the original .

for this transcript also belonged td the Payyur family. There

is nothing to prove that the Vakydvali was written by .a

Vasiidev^i of the "Payyur family. Ail that we know is that

there was, a poet named Vasudeva in that family and that

this Vakydvali is also by a poet named Vasudeva*

What is striking is that just as in the case of the

Haricarita there is no mention of the name, of the author

in the body of the work *and there is no reference either 'to

the Goddess Gopalika.' In all the works by the members

of the Payyur family, Gopalika is uniformly mentioned.
'

This omission in both the Vdkyavali and Haricarita creates

a doubt regarding their authorship, and we have to accept

the identity of the authorship of the Haricarita and of the
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sumanoramanl with this limitation. In the Sumanoramctnl also

there is no reference to Gopalika. But its relation to the

Payyur family is determine! by its relation to the commentary
on Nyayakanika.

Thus we have the following evidence at cmr disposal

for fixing the authorship of the work. The names of the

works are identical. In verse 4, there is a veiled hint of

Parames'vara as the author of the work. Some member of

Parames'vara's family has written two works on the same

model, taking the Vakyds as the beginning of the verses in the

works. From these evidences, I conclude that the Haricarita

mentioned in the Sumanoramdm is the Haricarita now

being issued.

The Payyur Bhattas have their home now at a place

called Porkalam, about 16 miles to the North West of Trichur

in the Cochin State, Malabar. Uddanda speaks of the Bhattas

of Payyur both in his Kokilasandes'a and in his Mallika-

maruta, in very high terms and in the former, he definitely

mentions the village as Porkalam (Ranakhala). Par in Mala-

yalam means battle.

Regarding the date of the author, there is considerable

room for further investigation. Uddanda is associated with

one or the other of the Parames'varas who have been identi-

fied, in the, Payyur Family. Uddanda is also associated

with Chennas Narayanan Nambudiri, the author of the Tantra-

samuccaya. The Tantrasamuccaya bears the Kali Year

4529 (Nanda-N-ayana-Isti-Ambhoclhi), which corresponds to

1428 A.D. But there is nothing to defintely associate

Uddancja with the author of the Tantrasamuccaya ; and if

there is any evidence, it is what goes against such association ;

for he does not mention such a person when he describes

the places nearby in his Kokilasande&a, an omission which
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her strange when he describes the Payyiir Bhattas

[lately after. Even if Uddanda is associated with the

of the Tantrasamuccaya, there is again nothing to

ite him with the Rsis and the Parames'varas who have

definitely identified as the authors of the various works

i now to us. Uddanda simply mentions a Parames'-

md he does not mention any special work.

?he Sumanoramani is essentially a criticism of Purna-

'ati's Vidyullata. There is nothing to show that either

lumanoramanl or the Vidyullata knew Mailinatha ;
the

ace is to the contrary. The Vidyullata and the Suma-

nanl knew certain lexicons that belonged to the thirteenth

iry.
So the Sumanoramani must be put to the late

senth century, between Mailinatha and the Lexicons.

But there are certain ways in which we can attempt to

he date of the Payyur Bhattas more closely. In my

le on the Payyur Bhattas published in the Journal of

ntal Research," Madras, in September 1945, I have

i some information. I propose to give the salient

ts here. .

The Sumanoramani is essentially a criticism of Purna-

svatf s Vidyullata, Purnasarasvatl has written a Sandes'a

>d the Hamsasandes'a, published as No. 129 in the Tn-

Irum Sanskrit Series in 1937. Here the heroine sends a

nsa to give a message to S'rlkrsna in the Vrndavana.

. message starts from Canjeevaram and the messenger

to take the route to the South, and turning Cape Comenn,

passes through Malabar and then to the North. Only two

Jples
in Malabar are described in this Sandes'a. There is

, her Sandes'a called the Cakorasandes'a. Here the

roine sends a Cakora in search of her hussban , who

*t have gone to Vedaranya. The message starts from
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Chidambaram .and the route is through the Soutt

Cape Comerln and through the whole of Malaba^r

every possible temple in Malabar is described. T-b

are also very remeniscent of the verses in the Hamsas
The Deity in Vedaranya, the destination, is Gopalika*

Now, Gopalika of Vedaranya is the family deit

Payyur Bhattas. Considering the relation of th'e S
ramanl to the Vidyullata^ the 'relation of the Cakora-x.

to the Hamsasandesra and the mention of Gopi
Vedaranya in the Cakorasandesf

a, there is a strong"

assume that the Cakorasandes'a is also a criticism rathe

on Purnasarasvatl*s Hainsasandes'a, .and that the ai

the Cakorasandesa is also the .author of the Sumano*.

who is a Parames'vara of the Payyur Bhatta Family.
The only- great difficulty in such an identification

the Vedaranya in the Ca>korasandesfa is further to th

of Tirunavaya, which is on the banks of the Ponai

about fifteen miles to the North of Porkalam, the

habitation of the Payyur Bhattas and the place wha
lived at the time of Uddanda. We. have to assume 1

Payyur Bhattas had a "more northern home in the. earl;

and that they later migrated to their present home
Uddanda knew them. There is no family tradition oJ

migration; I made inquiries in their family.
' The '. Cakorasande$fa shows .certain features t'

noteworthy. .Near Guruvayur (three miles to the s

it), there is a village called Palayur. There is a C
Church in that village now. According to the local tr

the Church was established by St. Thomas the j

There are traditions about many more Churches havi

established by the- Apostle, in Malabar. In the i

$$ndes>(% 9 exactly in that place there is mention of.
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prosperous town with a S'iva temple. According to tradition,

the Brahmins of that village were converted to Christianity

by St. Thomas, the Apostle; and even now the Malabar

Brahimns consider themselves polluted when they step into

that village, and they do not even sip water when they are

in that village. The point is that the Cakorasandes'a was

written before the tradition of the establishment of the

Church by St. Thomas the Apostle began in Malabar.

Just to the South West of Tirunavaya on the banks of

the Panani river, there is a Brahmin house called Tiruman-

as'S'eri Kotta. They belong to the Panniyur village, about

ten miles to the East of Tirunavaya. The Brahmins of this

village are supposed, according to Malabar tradition, to have

burnt the idol of Varaha in the village temple, and as a con-

sequence they are held to be outside the regular Brahmin

Community of Malabar, and they have certain social disabi-

lities. In the Cakorasandes'a, there is mention of this house

and there is no mention of such a social disability attach-

ed to the family. This idicates that the Cakorasandes'a

was prior to the event of burning the Varaha idol in the

temple.

In a Malayalam work called Unriiyaccicaritam, there is

a mention of Dorasamudra, as a very prosperous city. Doras*

amudra was the Capital of the Hoysalas, and it was sacked by

Mali Kaffar early in the fourteenth century. I do not know

whether the reference is to the City as it was then known or

only as it was known from earlier traditions. If it is a

reference to the City in its days of prosperity, then that

Malayalam work must be put to earlier than the beginning of

the fourteenth century. In this work, there is mention of the

event of the burning of the Varaha idol in the temple of

Panniyur.
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Now, this is the position. The author of the Cakora-

sandesa lived before the burning of the Varaha idol at

Panniyur. In a work earlier than the first half of the

fourteenth century, there is mention of this event. But

Parames'vara quotes from lexicons, like Halayudhaand Yadava-

prakasa's Vaijayanft. We do not know definitely that the

author of the Cakorasandes'a is the same as the author of the

Haricarifa, and. we do not also know whether the reference to

Dorasamudra in the Malayalam work is a reference to con-

temporary condition of the city or to what was known from

tradition. There is a case to presume that the Haricarita

belongs to the latter part of the thirteenth century.

I am not giving final conclusions after investigation ;

I am only putting forward certain hypotheses for helping

future investigation. We must go beyond the author of

Tantrasamuccaya, Uddanda, and Manavikrama and Manaveda

of Calicut and other facts, for investigating the date of the

Payyu^ Bhattas, The various Yainakakavyas of Vasudeva

may reveal some facts about them. But the Kavyas are very

difficult, found in extremely corrupt manuscripts without a

duplicate copy or commentary for help. I am not able to say

anything more on the problem of the date of the work, at

present. .

Among the various devices resorted to by ancient poets
for bringing about a novelty and attraction for their works,
one was to take some definite bits from well-known works
and write a new poem with such bits incorporated in appro-

priate places in their own verses. We have a very large
number of instances for this devices. The Candraduta,
where the last lines of the verses in. the Meghasandes'a were
incorporated, had been partly published in the Adyar
Library Bulletin for October, 1947 (Vol. XI, Part 3). It*
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Meghavijayagani's Devdnanddbhyudaya and S'dntindtacarita,

the beginnings of S'is'updlavadha and Naisadha are taken up
in composing the verses.

A member of the Payyur Family has written a poem
called Vdkyavali, which describes the story of S'rikrsna, like

this Haricarita. There is also a Mlmdmsa work called the

Kaumdrilayuktimala by a member of the same Family. In

both of them the Vdkyas of Vararuci are incorporated in the

beginning of the verses. The works have already been des-

cribed earlier in this Introdcuti'on. The Haricarita must be

an earlier work of another member of the same family, on

the same pattern.

The Vdkyas, of which the list is given at the end of the

edition, are used in South India for calculating the position of

the moon day after day. The Vdkyas are notations of num-

bers according to the system current in South India. Each

letter of the alphabet has a certain numerical value, and

sentences are constructed according to such numerical values,

to denote them.

The system of notation current in South India is as

follows : Every syllable -stands for a number. The vowels .

following a consonant have no value. The letters from

^j to i
and from 3 to $ stand for 1 to 9. A vowel not

preceded by a consonant and the letter 5\ and q indicate cipher,

q to q stand for 1 to 5. 9 to 5 stand for 1 to 8. In a

conjunct consonant, it is the last consonant that has a value ;

others do not have any value. A consonant that is not

followed by a vowel too has no value. The Visarga and the

Anusvdra too have no value. In the South Indian languages

there is a cerebral 55 which is assigned the value of 9 ; $j is a

separate letter and has the value of q which is 6. Though

this is obvious, yet on account of the distinct nature of $[
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as a separate letter, and not as a mere combination of ^5 and ^,

it is assigned this value, independently. There are other

letters in South Indian languages which do not find a place

in Sanskrit ; but they have no numerical value assigned to

them in this notation scheme.

For ready reference I give the numerical values of the

consonants :

Every vowel standing by itself as a syllable, i.e., not

preceded by a consonant, has the value of zero. For the

consonants the values are :1234567890

The notation should always be read in the reverse order ;

the first letter should be noted as the number in the extreme

right end and the last letter in the extreme left of the number

noted by the Vakya.

To illustrate the use of the notation, I take the first of

the Vakyas. It is
jfiffi:, ^q: Here the first letter ift has rf

and the vowel
| following. As such, the vowel has not any

value. The letter rj stands for 3. q; is a conjunct consonant

of which ^is the first and has no value as such ; and the second

^ has the value of zero. In r also, the first consonant has

no value and the second has the value of 2. q; has the

value of 1, the Visarga having no value. The whole Vakya
denotes 1203.

Take again the seventh Vakya :
Jjfjj: ^I ^?T" Here the

values will be: Jj=3, UT:=1, g=7, n=&, *T=2, and ^1=0,
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H is made of 3f and 3} ; the second, being oj
?

stands for zero.

The whole Vakya has the value: 022713. A zero at the end

has no value at all ;
for making the Vakya endowed with a

meaning, sometimes such a zero is added.

The 22nd Vakya is : ^cps^Tigq^ This starts with 3f
?

and this 3T has the value of zero. So the whole Vakya
stands for the number : 92440.

The 69th Vakya is: feioqioST ^iftcl. Here the third

syllable is the cerebral 55 and has the value of 9. Similarly

in the Vakya 137 : .^taffel the 1st syllable has the value of 9,

the second in the conjunct consonant being the cerebral

o5. Similarly, in Vakya, 158, o5 at the end has the value of 9.

But in the Vakya 188 :

^pft WI^WIS^WL ^le second syllable is

pronounced in Malabar as a cerebral. Yet it cannot bave the

value of 9, since that would make the number 99 for the first

two letters, while the number there cannot be higher than 59.

Where the sound is cerebral and where it is dental can be

known only to those who are familiar with Malabar prono-

unciation. Thus in q^ as the name of the king, $5 is cerebral,

while in 3Ro5 meaning fire, it is dental. This is the usual

way in which notations are given in South Ifidia for numbers.

These Vakyas represent three separate sets of numbers.

They are the Ras>i> the Tithi (30th part of a Ras'i) and

III (60th part of a Tithi, so called in Malabar). The

Vakyas as given in the verses are slightly different in

reading from what is current in Malabar. But there are

many places where the numerical values are the same.

In the beginning of the commentary, the Vakyas are not

given as they are. When there is an extra syllable ^
added, the value does not change, in so far as its value,

namely, in the extreme left makes no change in the

number. But if the beginning does not give the whole
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Vakya or gives a few more letters then the value changes.

It is such cases that are indicated by an asteric at the end,

in the list of Vakyas. The Vakyas have three to six syllables.

The first two represent the Hi
; the next two (or one if there

is only one more) represents the Titha. Whatever remains

will- represent the Ras'i. It is the completed Rds'is that are

noted. So when it is the first Ras'i, there will be only zero

in that place. When it is in the last Rds'i, then there will

be 11 in that place. There cannot be 12 in that place, since

when thfe twelfth is completed, the whole round is also

finished, and it is again the first Rds'i in the next round ; so

there will be only zero for Ravi, which may or may not be

given in the Vakya.

The first Vakya is rffa; wq;, which gives zero for Ras'i,

12 for Tithi and 3 for Hi. It shows that the position is the

3rd Hi in the 13th Tithi in the first Ras'L The next is

Sftcf: sft: which gives zero again for Ras'i, 24 for Tithi and
9 for Hi. That shows that the position is the 9th Hi in the

25th Tithi in the same Ras'i. The third Vakya is ?^PcJ ^q;,
which gives 1 for Ravi, 6 for Tithi and 22 for 7K. That
shows that the position has changed to the 22nd Hi in the

7th Tithi in the 2nd Rds'i. There are some further com-

putations, needed for calculating the exact position of the

moon. But this is the general scheme. I do not propose to

enter into an elaborate explanation of the exact nature of such

computation. Tt would be noted that the position changes

by about 12 to 14 Tithis day by day. There are variations.

And one whole round is finished in about 27 days. In two of

the 9 rounds, it is 28 days. We all know that the moon finishes

a round among the constellations in a little over 27 days.
The exact Vakya for a particular day is calculated from

the Kali date for that day* This can very easily be found
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out. There is a particular formula for that computation. It

is given in the following verse.

l^T

It means grroj (Number of Kali days) 3Rft?REn?g3i|fti
less the

number represented by arfrRRsftcg^! which is 1741650, after

dividing by ^rjffo which is 12372, by gRftcHf
1 which is 3031

and by ^%?g[ which is 248, clfegg what remains flsjf^ cf]^-

gjo^cf]: is the Vakya number of the moon.
In Malabar they follow the solar calendar. The*Dhanu

month ends and the Margas'irsa month begins on the 15 of

January, 1948 in the Malabar year 1123. The Malabar year

begins in Simha, which corresponds to August- September.

The Era started in that month in 824 A.D.

The Kali date for the 15th of January, 1948 is

1844100. From this we have to make the subtraction and

we have to divide the remainder three times and what still

remains will be the Vakya number for that day. It will be

as follows :

1844100
1741650

12372 ) 102450 ( 8

98976

3031 ) 3474 ( 1

3031

248 ) 443 ( 1

248

195
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In the Malabar Almanac, the Vakya number is giv

the notation q^q
which is 195, according to the s<

already described.

The following is the method of finding out the

Vakya for a particular day, when the Vakyasanhya(

number) is given
for the first day of the month

;
N<

the first of Margas'isa,
the Vakyasa-nkhya was mgq,

*

195 From the decimal list we know that 5JJTWH. c

hundred and starts 101. Then after ^*,* ,

s<

r, q ,q ect., and come to cim, which finishes 190

the' 191st Then we start with %&& $3:, qfflT qs: '

to ,13: *: W which is the i95 -

f j
r si

f
seq

r;
of the month, we add the number of days elapsed J

date like 14 for the 15th and then make, a similar calc<

We know that just as 5HWR finishes the first hundr,

finishes the second hundred. This is the use of the

list given in the index. .

Thus, on the 15th of January, 1948, which is

of the Margarfrsa month in the Malabar calendar the

-

Of the moon has to be calculated from the 195th

which isW. ** fTOl \
This gives theW as 1,

17 and Hi as 04. The position of the Moon ha

calculated from the first Vakya, namely, ifa: *q:

rior *.e., 5-7-47 (23rd Mithuna), and it will have

calculated' from the last Vtkya, *fal$3* 53 da

which is 8-3-48 (25th of kumbha). -

It is these Vakyas. that have been taken up by tl

as the beginnings of the various verses. By lookm
;

Vakyas it would be noticed that they are not at all 1

framing. And it is a real feat to construct a poem

bad pieces to start with. One cannot get a less art

binatkm of words than these Vakyas for a liter,
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And I must also confess that the poem, is very uninviting

in the beginning. But as one proceeds, one gets into a

more congenial atmosphere. The crudeness of verses disappear,

the style gets more melodious and even the ideas become

more poetic. I note a few as instances :

Where the diction is musical.

q ftfsr

Tt

U
,

This verse can stand comparison with anything in the Master-

pieces in Sanskrit

fefcf ^^3?T: I

T^T^-S^i: II {\t II

There are other passages also where a philosophical idea

is cleverly worked up into a beaulitul narration^. There are a

few highly technical points in S'astras also introduced, as:

The sarcastic touch in the following is also quite noteworthy

awn ^ i

ftfli^rf^ l! ^^ II

pft f% 3
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The following is an example of a very charming narration :

I have been able to come across a large number of

such instances of really high class poetry in the work. It

shows that the author is a good poet, literary critic and

Mtmamsaka.

About three fifths of the entire work is written in the

Anustup metre and another fifth in the Arya metre. The

remaining one fifth is distributed among a little over twenty

metres. The Anustups give a movement to the story and

the Kryas add an element of music. In man}7
places the

author alternates between Anustup and Srya with considerable

effect. The verses in the longer metres have a very attractive

melody of style and effortless simplicity of diction and they

produce a rich variety in the total musical effect of the poem,
Considering the rather rugged material he has and the

limitations he has imposed on himself in having to narrate

the story within the frame-work of these 248 Vakyas, I feel

-that the performances is really creditable. The whole poem
is remeniscent of the tenth Skandha in the Bhagavata
Purdna, both in ideas and in words and expressions, and this

contributes much to the ultimate value of the work.

There are a few verses where the beginnings do not tally
with the Vdkyas, and the difference affects the numerical values
also. The numbers represented by the letters, now accepted
in the text, are impossible in such places. I would have con-
cluded that the author took only _ the first few letters of the
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Vakyas and that the letters where there is such a difference

need not be taken as part of the Vakya. Pandit Krishnama-

chari has adopted such a view and has given a plausible read-

ing. The real difficulty is that in the manuscript we have

the reading that is identical with what is wanted for the correct

numerical values. So I am suggesting some sort of a meaning
for such verses retaining the manuscript reading that suits the

Vakya notation.

Verse 173. Here the fifth syllable must be 5:, which

has the numerical value of 1. 5J: has the numerical value of 8.

Here the Rds'i that has elapsed is 1, and so the number 8 will

not fit in. The following interpretation is offered.

i swtf erera: *$fc cnft: i

5ft:

Verse 246. Here we want ?f as the fifth syllable, since we

must have a zero here, which with the next syllable ?q (1) will

give us the number 10, which is what is wanted. As it is, ft

has the value of 6 and the number will be 16, which is im-

possible. The highest number in this column is 11. r So I

suggest the reading as qnTl SIftaW^?SI$QTI and ^e^

following meaning :
;

TRHTCTT^ff-

|-5R

The second half is clear.
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Verse 249. Here the fifth and sixth letters must be efft:,

which have the numerical value of 11. If it is cfiif: the value

will be 14, which is not possible in this column. In Malayalam,

the letters 3" and q" are more or less identical and they cannot

be distinguished at all in manuscripts. I offer the following

interpretation, accepting the manuscript reading which is the

Vdkya reading also, and which is the correct notation in the

place.

fft

ft I

In 184, the Vakya is 39 ^q^=6-18-26. The reading tf5[

gives 27 for 26.- The difference is only by 1 Hi, a sixtieth of a

Tithi. But the manuscript reading is ^ and may be accept-
ed as it agrees with the Vakya. Then the meaning will be

In 73 the Vakya is feisqBT rnfaf=6-03-18. The reading
in text and in MS. is ^ 5^ jfif^j where we get 17 for 18.

Here also there is difference by 1 Ili. The meaning will be

*T. f^sqi^l ^H5f: I
Bu* as the reading in. the text agrees with

MS. the change is not required.

In 20 c. the MS. reading for g is^ which can be retained.
In 50 a The reading can be 35^ for q^I9? as found in

MS. .There is again 33; which is redundant whether we
accept q^ or q^y. So we must change the q^j: at the end of the
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ine into ^j. The Pratlka in the commentary notes the
as

.qgjj though the word is not taken up in the commen-
tself.

Cn 65 the MS. reading fqgT: gso[?& in the first line can
n, and is perhaps a happier reading.
-n 98 the MS. reading is pqgqg- for ^^ at the end.
word 3^ occurs again in 232. I feel that the author

'

STfSTci;
wn'ch is unpaninian, perhaps misled by the Im-

=t First Person a^q or as an Aorist from 53 itself. It
De one of the many Malabar peculiarities in Sanskrit
Similarly in 105 the last word is qK^q^ in the MS.
ilabar there are similar forms like f^^ for ft and
^ana Bhatta in his Prakriyfyarvasva justifies the'form

51 similarly qTq^q^ can be accepted as a Malabar
larity of Sanskrit.

n 113 read
prjff.

n 129 the MS. reading qfo^ fq
. can remain-

n 147 the end of the first line should be ^q g : ,
The MS.

so and it is so taken in the com.
n 155 read

?gcfi?fqj.
n 159 the reading of c has yet to be fixed.
n 226 must be added at the end after . me tre
es this. 'MS. has

n 237 the MS. reading efilSRn^Wfllito in c is correct.n 243 the MS. reading 3313^ at the end is correct as
yayct.
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THE Manuscript variants are given separately, and not as foot-notes

at the bottom of the respective pages, as I have been doing in the

case of many of theprevious publications. Opinion has been expressed

about this practice, in reviews of my publications, that it would be

more convenient for readers to compare the variant readings with

the text-if the former are given as foot-notes below the pages. But

I adopt the same practice even here for two reasons. There are

many people who do not want such information. They want only

a readable text. For those who can, and who want to, make use of

the information, it is not a great difficulty to make the comparison

when the materials are given in separate pages, with proper number-

ings for reference. Further, the plan that I adopt has this advant-

age that it gives the entire material in a single place, and, as such,

any of the manuscript peculiarities can easily be traced from such a

collected presentation,

L Begins: 5^: sft*TW^ W: \ sffwreg I tffcf: 99: qt etc.

7. a OTrSUttBFW b Folio la ends

8. c d

9. d ^ in %3T worm-eaten ; only a hole remains.

12. d
Bgi9T9(TC?cff. The Sfl mark is added later below line

between * and ?rf.

13. b fraftgUigl
1

. The figure 13 is put after b and deleted with

horizontal stroke above, d Folio 16 ends %^r.

. 15. At the end first given as 14; then 4 is deleted with a

horizontal stroke above and 5 put after ; this is the end of a line

and 5 is in margin.

17. b ^F*?^Nfr f
This is Malabar spelling and also pronunciation,
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20. c qp ^ dlt^^t Folio 2a ends here.

21. c Two inches left blank between W?T and ft as leaf is

bad for writing.

22. a: 3rorq?*T5*raclf. One and a half inches left blank between
TO and erf as leaf is bad for writing, d

JTTrfr^ ends line. cTT one and
half inches from margin as leaf is bad for writing.

23. a ftWRfWRfS. Then ^ deleted with a horizontal stroke

above, b %^c
?.

24. a '4?3Tr W^. Then l? mark added below line between &R
and T.

25. <z 6 fg tfH: f^fltf^Tt. 6 First written ^fastfft. Then ^
mark scored off and ? mark put above the letter. Folio 2b ends
with q^nj. ^ ^freg^rTf. Then T scored off.

27. b Between 5T and ^ there is a letter written and scored ;

perhaps 3. c. Rt had two ^ marks, and the first is deleted with a
horizontal stroke above.

28. This verse is not given here and this is a repetition of the
same Vakya. The next (No. 29) is what follows and what is

marked 28. No, 28 comes after 31 and is marked 30.

30. This verse is also not given here and it is a repetition of
the same Vakya. The next (No. 31) is what follows and what is

marked 29. No- 30 comes after 29 which itself follows 31, and 30 is

marked 31. So the order is as follows in the MS. :
_

No. in MS. Beginning No. jn Text.

27 eq <3rr ^w^r swft 27
28 %5f3Fgcef 29
29 fft% JUT TO* 31

30 < H 28

30
32 ift%^ ft<j& 32

32. a Pollcite ends

36. c
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77. a tr^r^T. Then Anusvara added below line after

fOTT. Then q after fe scored off.

78. a Tp^r ends the line and the whole page is left 66
79. d Nearly two inches left blank between fr and f , the

leaf is bad for writing. There is no verse number given ; :>ace

for it left blank.

85. d Folio la ends with f^f.

89. a g^t 3 f^R^rr* d There is no verse numh ven
for this verse and the next two.

91- a <H(frCTCTfq d verse number given as 911.

92. c Space for two syllables blank after ^T^W whi to-
wards the close of a line.

93. c Folio 76 ends with ftsf% fl^T.

94. a After fift the letter % started and scored and 5 :ten
again after blank space for two letters as leaf is bad for wri

96. d First written ^m^(i Then JF3T: scored and m- ten
after.

97. b ^PT cW5TRt Then qi^f written below in a la *nd
in smaller letters and is not inked.

98. c Only tft. Then 3TT marked added later, whic not
inked, d ^

107. rf Space for a syllable left blank after e: and t
number, as leaf is bad for writing.

108. d olio Sb ends with ^%.
110. c After wf and

T? mark' of the letter * sta*

100. d fojm^. Then 5T deleted with a horizontal stroJ
and 5f written below,

101. c Folio 8a ends with frg rf ^mqftin:. There is rse
number after this.

103. There is no verse number after this.
104"

!

e f r E syllable blank between ^ and qr
105. d %^q?^. This can easily be a Malabar form.
106. a
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111. d.

112. Verse number given as 102 and the figure 10 added above

later, not inked.

113. c gsTR. This should be the reading (see com.). Ver^p

number written as 103 and corrected as above. This sort of correc-

tion continues up to 119.
/

114. a srsf d W. Then ^ deleted by horizontal stroke above

and 1 written below*

116. b After 9R the t mark of cT written and a letter started

and scored ; then cf follows, d After fo space blank for an inch

and a quarter and ^ follows. Folio 9a ends with the verse and the

verse number.

117. d After & nearly two inches blank as leaf is bad for writ-

ing and 3jr follows.

118. c Space blank for an inch and a half after ?<ft as leaf is

bad and ^<T follows.

119. d

120. b ^^RTrSTslsorara;. Then first W deleted with a horizontal

stroke above d ^Tcfllft F^cT:. Then f^ added below line between fq

ind ^5. This is marked 130 and 3 is corrected into 2.

121. The verse number is given as 131.

122. The verse number is given as 132 and 2 put above 3.

This correction is made for next also.

123. a arcnf. There is blank space for two letters between cf

tnd its 3TT mark.

124. a fifaPt: & lyWK: c Folio 9b ends with ifK The stf is

a next folio. The verse is marked 134.

125* a %% ftf^rfa. Then ftlifr deleted with horizontal strokes

,bove. c f^g gcTpqt.
Verse marked 135. This mistake continues.

126, 6 TRrp^ *ftffaI5r3|[ d ^njfi^fii: Then t mark added in ^
iter, not inked ,

128. a tpf: Then 3tf marked added below line between fl

nd Visarga. d ^9fawrn*Fgfr?*t: This should be the reading,
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129. 6 JTfRfoKJt nr d $TOT: faftft. it looks as though one
loop in the Vigarga is scored making it an Anusvara. There is no
verse number after this.

: 130. Folio 10 ends with the verse and the verse number given
elS 140.

131. a, b e^nrogpir QB. Then ^ added above line between
If and g.

32. d
m^cf^Jteqq;. Then Anusvara added below line

between q and <cf.

134. rf $r3g% Then g deleted with a horizontal stroke above
and | written below line between * and g. There is no verse
number given for this.

1 ^ *7 fT j^,
. - T^l

and r written below it. Folio 106 ends with the verTe'IrTd hl
verse number, which is given as 47, without the hundred.

Jin y!
rS8 DUmb<?r g'Ven as 49> without the hundred.

140. This is marked 130.
"

,'Q nJl
1

j
Thl
l
" marked 31 without the hundred. This hundredis omitted m the next two also.

142. b

*nH
anothe^ added below line between ftand fJT. There is no verse number given for this.

-145. Folio Il ends with *. The ^ mark to make ^ .

*
.s^on

next page. This is ma^ed 135 and the mistake continues

H7. b w *:. Marked as 37 without the hundred.
148. Marked as 138.

as 39> without the^ is n0t **<*. This

J51.
b. Folio 116 ends with this Pada

for
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154. a Space blank for two inches between ^ and tf as leaf is

bad for writing.

155. a Some letter started and scored before % c SS^Rsg. This

should be the reading (see com.)

156. a Folio 12a ends with this Pada.

157. a. A letter started and scored between ftf and ^Tf:.

158. b. In ergqfr the letter g written and scored after 3 and then

g written after it. c Below *$ there is
*r,

so that what is meant is

159. 6 3<wf^ %3R3T c ^raT^gsn I53ft. Then ?q between ^r

and g scored. Reading very uncertain*.

161. a About two inches blank between cfSRt and f^'eft as leaf

is bad for writing, d nearly an inch blank between cf^T and fj^fo

as leaf is bad for writing.

162. b Folio \2b ends with sflpg tft. This is' not numbered.

164. b ^zjpg. Then tf written above 5T portion above it in ?g.

165. # Begins only 9f*R. Then %(%^qr written below the

numbering of the last verse, so that its end is just before 3f. d

There is an extra 3 written below 3 in 3f*R and there is a horizontal

stroke above ^ in. JJ^.

167. a, b
ajfr*?re qWR*ft?gfa : 5r*rrf*RT % q^. c $&. The

letter ^ is missing. Perhaps the 3 in 165 is for 'this 3.

168. c, <f g3FanF9r Sfc^ g^r^Tftc^t. Then another [ written

above % in tfc^ to make it ??r. This is the last line but one

and in the lower margin is written below this ?a

169. Folio I3a ends with this verse and the verse number.

170. c. SR%3. Then another { mark added below the line

between I and If.

173. a cfrf^T^ ^: srsnf. It should be ^: as we want the figure

1 and not 8 for 5T. There is no number given for this.

'

174. b % =sr for * 3.

175. Folio 136 ends with this verse and the verse number.
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176. a What is written is ffoft ^Rfr where * is writt

opposite direction, right to left. There is a small bit worm
^ and I am not sure if it is written as ^ or T. There is nc

at the end.

177. b 35%G33Wsn?3T d cg^fa^f.

180. c saFSTErressff. Then 5f after *q deleted with a h<

stroke above.

181. b There is "^ written and scored between

S3F:.

182. b Folio 14cz ends with gefWH^. There is 3T writt*

in the bottom margin below 3TT.

183. a ft?rr 3t.

184. a *m ^faffi. This is the Vakya and this must be t

ing. Number given only as 74, without the hundred.

185. a ^FflT %^r b f|dfifc?teS?lR&il^3
l $T. Then cl added

?3T and ^?T below line ; not inked, d

188. b f%^THT:. Then the first of the two 1 marks

with a horizontal stroke above and 3TT mark added between

below line; not inked; it thus becomes t. Folio 14& en

d There is no number at the end of the verse from thi

on wards.

189. a |5[^rf&T^ b fftrR d ff^TT ^^R 13TC.

190. b 'SRF:. Then 3T[ mark deleted with a horizonta

above, c
JJ^ffT. Then 3 mark in g scored, d f^f^TC^

mark of ^[ scored and 9 marked added to ^.

192. ,<z In 5fa only the beginning of ^ mark is seen, 1

worm-eaten.

195. a TO^^rrr & ^f|8teft.

196. b Folio 15<z ends with fl^^T. f|
!5F*?crr 3^ 5W

Then Anusvara corrected into ^ c, d Tgf|^: ?^f%. T
Visarga after IT. deleted with a horizontal stroke at
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197, c sssrrarsr BcWWl fTrt. d The last part of *=t is worm-

eaten.

198. a Below f^ there is 3" written again, b fl^iM. The letter

W in ^t partly worm-eaten, d & partly worm-eaten.

201, b Folio 156 ends with ftR. c at iffftfrw d ^ft^.
204. <z *I in *fr mostly worm-eaten, c 3 after 3 mostly worm-

eaten; also 31$.

206. a ? mark in fe mostly worm-eaten.

208. a 5fcf3r ends the last line but one. The next line starts

three inches from margin, as leaf is narrow. Folio 16a ends with

this verse*

209. a This verse starts three inches from margin as leaf is

narrow.

211. b frr3|pirTOt^. Here ^T and JT mostly and 3?T mark of

^Tf completely worm-eaten.

212. b fa mostly worm-eaten.

213. a STfKWEcT:. Then another tf added below tf following 7
;

not inked b grr^R^cf Then another q added below q
;
not inked.

5f partly worm-eaten.

215. a Folio 166 ends with 3^1:. It is clearly 3T^T: *l4fe:,

6 q^rfr^cJ. Then ^ mark of ^ deleted with a horizontal stroke

above, d There is only JJ mark in 2ft. Then ^ added later below

line between this IT mark and
g. Again 3TT mark is added after ^

still later, not inked.

217. 6 ift^RWRf:. Then there is some letter, looks like T,

added below g
;
not inked, c, d ew^ d^w<*^ffcwt. The letter

:f in cRi; after 3ffir partly worm :
eaten. q mark in 5j deleted with a

aorizontal stroke above.

218, c ^r mostly worm-eaten d ^
219. 6 The second t? mark in % mostly worm-eaten.

Then *T after 3 deleted with a horizontal stroke above, d 5 mark

n fw worm-eaten. W^T^teT. Then ^ written below 3; not inked,

The verse number to be read correctly as 219).
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220. a ScigflqngW. Then q? after ^ deleted with horizontal

strokes above and g written below ?, fa written after 35^ below

line, b ftf partly worm-eaten. .

221. a After fR space blank for one inch as leaf is bad for

writing. The 3TT mark and 5*ft follow then.

222. a Folio I7a ends with R: Star. Then 9*4 starts two and

a half inches from margin as leaf is bad for writing, c 5T3T ends line

and ^T starts an inch and a half from margin as leaf is bad for

writing.

224. b 3?r mark in <?f partly worm-eaten.

225. b 3&$$ c QTT mark in $t partly worm-eaten, d &$.
Then Anusvara scored.

226. a 3 between qt and mostly worm-eaten b STT?%. Then

3?F mark added below line between % and f . d 3 ?^. The word

f^ must be added. Compare metre.

227. a Folio 176 ends with ^T^rer d HR^c^T fft^ ?fc Then

fft before 3$t deleted with horizontal strokes above.

229. c ^T^l d 5T partly worm-eaten.

231.. b sg^TTftrfilsft. Then ^ mark of ^ scored.

232. d cR

233. a isffa:. Then ^ mark above line before *: and 3TT mark

after \\ in the same line ; the Visarga remains, c ffftr.

234. Folio 18# ends with this verse.

3fi3?r though not correct, seems to be the form acceptable to

the author ;
cf. verse 98 also'.

237. c ^I^KTRWTrlTM d 35Tfer3TRH*R. Then the <ET below is

scored.

238. d

239. c f? in f^ mostly worm-eaten.

240. b ^Rfas-cr. Then qf written between fit and 55 below line ;

not inked.

242, 6 ^rr^cFU. Then ft added below line between % and 3,
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243. a Folio 186 ends with this Pada in 4 and next folio

begins ?*fr^ d ^^gRQ.
246. a aft*itgTffa^. ^ ^as to 'De "^ which will be and 1

respectively noting the figure 10, 33f will be 16 which is impossible.

247. d f^fM. This is the name known in Malabar.

248. b ?rlNfL

249. a It must be 5^4*?. Tne letters 3# will be 11, while 35%

will be 41, which is impossible. 3 and 3 cannot be distinguished in

Malayalam.

250. b flrft^T: Then 3?r mark added between cT and Vi$0rga

below line.

25 L c Folio 19a ends with

252. a

253. a TO?qt tf. Then g scored and IJ mark in deleted

with a horizontal stroke above, d ?W?3?f is a little beyond the

middle of fourth line on folio 19&. Then ?fe fft^lf^ SRTffH g*Wg|
which is not inked. This closes the line. Rest of the page is blank.

Vote on Scrip :

When an extra letter has to be deleted, sometimes it is scored ;

>ut mostly a horizontal line is put above.

When an omitted letter has to be inserted, it is added mostly
>elow between the letters in its position.' Very rarely the letter is

tdded above the line.

There are a few later corrections, which are not inked.

There are mistakes in the verse numbering. From 121, the

lumber in MS. is 10 more; later it becomes 10 less. Still later

here is no numbering.

Visarga is not put in places like 3ftfr and cffarfiftWrfil:.

3fT is added to a consonant by an T mark before and a doubled

IF mark after ; sometimes only the latter is given.

G



HARICARITA

In 199 there is only gfaWPSpftflTO
;
one cf is dropped ;

similarly

j in 45, where one ^ is dropped.

In 200 there is ^sajjt S^sir*?:.

Cases like the following omission of sandhi are noteworthy :

; Ejifi^ in 36, sapsrr^Tp in 53, fwitagi; ^j in 54 9*^^ in 77 *

The following are Malabar peculiarities : 3?fatf^^ where &
is pronounced as *q in Malabar, in 238. 33fcJft in 210 and flW in 175

belong to the same class ; also 5r<&q^?iHRr in 84. In all these

cases S[ written as 3 is pronounced in malabar as 3.

Note : In the Introduction, the name of the month

following Dhanu may be read as Makara instead of

M&rga&trsa.
' '
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INDEX OF METRES

In the case of Arya, all the Matravtftas are included in this

category.

Svagata 251 Total 1.

Drutavilambita 94 Total 1.

Sragvini 2 Total 1.

Bhujangaprayata 9 Total 1.

S'alini 57, 155, 156, 170, 179,

197, 200 Total 7,

Rucira 253 Total 1.

Praharsim 178, 210, 229, 237
Total 4.

Urvas'l 63, 195 Total 2.

Manjubhasini 44, 242 Total 2.

Vasantatilaka 21, 67 Total 2.

Tunaka: 23,196,226,250
Total 4.

Ma&lakranta 31 Total 1.,

S'ikharinj 13, 33, 198, 204J 219,
220, 222, 225, 238, 252

Total 10.

Prthvi 146 Total 1.

Sardulavikridita 125, 209
Total 2.

The metre of the verse 84 is not
traced. Its scheme is :

, 5, 6, 8, 14, 25-30, 32, 43,

61, 68, 70, 78, 98, 109, 111,

112, 127, 128, 138, 139*145,
148, 159, 162, 165, 167, 168,

171, 176, 183, 185, 186, 193,

194, 205, 214, 215, 218, 221,

223, 224, 230-233, 235, 246
.--Total 51.

^nustup, 1, 7, 10-12, 15-19,

22, 24, 34-42, 45-54, 56,

58-60, 62, 64-66, 69, 71-77,

80-83, 85-93, 95-97, 99-108,
110, 113-124, 126, 129, 131-

137, 142-144, 147, 149-154,

157, 158, 160, 161, 163, 164,

166, 169, 172, 174, 175, 180,

181, 184, 187-192, 199, 201-

203, 206-208, 211, 212, 216,

227, 228, 236, 239, 241, 243-

245, 248, 249 Total 145.

ndravajra 3, 20, 130, 177, 182,
240. 247 Total 7.

Jpendravajra 4 Total 1.

Jpajati 140, 141, 173, 213, 234
Total 5.

tadhoddhata 79, 217 Total 2.

)odhaka 55 Total 1. Total



THE three columns indicate the Ras'i, the Tithi (30th part of a

Ras>i) and Ams'# (sixtieth part of a Tithi) ; this last is called Hi

in Malabar.

When there is no number to indicate R&sri in the Vakya, the

zero is put within brackets, ^
When the Praftka of the verses noted in the beginning of the

commentary of each verse is not a full Vakya, it is indicated by an

asterisk at the end of the Vakya.
When the same Vakya is represented by two verses, it is indi-

cated by two asterisks before the Vakya.

(0)-12-03 ftflWwr 6-19-02

(0)-24-09 % fcra irr: 7-03-15

1-06-22 siBT a? $rr 7-17-22

rittiw: 1-18-44 dtaRW*: 8-01-17

2-01-19 wi flPf ^* 8-15-01

2-14-09 ^> % ^T 8-28-29

02-27-13 21 ^^gsq; 9-11-42

3-10-33 srq^Hjre^ 9-24-40

r. *& 3-24-09 ^t qg w?l* 10-07-23

^ ^?fW: 4-07-58 l*fT R?T ?r ^r* 10-19-52

11 ifc**^: 4-21-58 ?ew:f^k 11-02-10

5-06-08 rrr ft^f *zna: 11-14-19

5-20-25 **?^ ?r *T3*rer 11-26-24

6-04-44 **$^;* (0)-8-26



(0)-20-30 TOs:^ 1-23-31

1-02-38 3^f^ 35T: 2-06-05

31 Sl^ft 1*Q: ^Rt 1-14-55 61 5R>^: 2-18-52

1-27-23 3RIFU3T:* 3-01-55

2-10-04 ^nftwsn; 3-15-14

2-23-00 *ft?: ^: 3-28-47

3-06-12 tfsBflROTj* 4-12-35

3-19-39 ^5RK3: 4-26-34

4-03-21 ftftw*4 5-10-44

4-17-15 q&fT^tfJ?: 5-24-59

5-01-20 t^T3>?n%T*' 6-09-18

5-15-33 % 3T3r W^^T: 6-23-36

41 iwwfrr: 5-29-51 71 wnw: ft* 7-07-51

6-14-10 itfl awn 7-21-58

6-28-27 JTftmfsn: 8-05-55

7-12-37 *rrE: ^ 8-19-40

7-26-39 ^5^ ftfr: 9-03-10

8-10-30 !R8ftw 9-16-25

8-24-07 fire?^^ 09-29-24

9-07-29 |Nant :* 10-12-08

09-20-35 fw^: fe^fl: 10-24-39

10-03-26 flwa* <'w
ffiC 11-06-58

51 WRflt^n:* 10-16-02 81 *wtei: WTO* 11-19-08

gr: SRI: anjr: 5g: 10-28-26 'ZW wrat (0)-1-13

rfftftwnr: 11-22-46 vq: A: (0)-25-19

(0)-4-49 g^teft^m 1-07-27

(0)16-52 3rAn*iw 1-19-43

(0)-28-58 i|t5lft* 2-02-10

1-11-10 TOWh* 2-14-49



2-27-43 cTRrif ?w:* 4-03-26

3-10-53 fsRrrafs&fr: 4-17-12

91 CTWRcd1!** 3-24-18 121 qpftw fr% 5-01-11

04-07-58 q?4t *TT?!S%* 5-15-19

4-21-52 ^>TO
r

*rm* 5-29-34

5-05-56 *mr *fafct 6-13-52

5-20-08 aranfnsa 6-28-10

6-04-26 sirftafts^* 7-12-25

6-18-45 sfarow: *

7-26-33

7-03-02 sipiftwr^n 8-10-32

7-17-13 fcaraRLtfsrr 8-24-18

8-01-17 M^Tf^t^ff:* 9-07-50
101 <3Rt *TT?2ft f 8-15-08 131 &fTTT^r:* 9-21-07

8-28-47 SR ^rftfeg;* 10-04-08

9-12-10 ^ipr^ciFr l^m* 10-16-54

9-25-18 ^cfirsf STWR* 10-29-26

10-08- 1 1 cir^ : ^nfts^^ 11-11 -46

10-20-48 ^^RRp^^r 11^23-58

11-03-14 *eyfa (0)-6-09
11-15-28 ?ft?i%^ (0)-18-05
11-27-36 ^Tnf^ fn^rq; 1-00-08

(OJ-9-39 aq; 8Hr: wrat 1-12-16
111 ^:3^: (0)-21-41 141 Bpjfiifti:* 1-24-30

1-03-46 SWT*g*t;* 2-06-56
1-15-58 ^nft: g5f :

*
2-19-33

1-28-18 %fttrsiriir:* 3-02-26
2-10-50 ft^qfcs^ 3-15-34

2-23-36 ^T^t ^Pfft 3-28-57
3-06-37 IwftpTOTOL* 4-12-36
3-19-54 ,.3TOcf eft:* 4-26-17



WRj^l

151

161

171

5-10-31

5-24-42

6-08-59

6-23-18

7-07-36

7-21-48

8-05-52

8-19-46

9-03-26

9-16-51

1000-01

10-12-55

10-25-34

11-08-01

11-20-17

(0)-2-25

(0)- 14-29

0-26-31

1-08-36

1-20-46

2-03-05

2-15-36

02-28-20

3-11-09

3-24-34

4-08-04

4-21-49

05-05-46

5-19-53

6-04-08

181 3Tr?(r ararr

191

351
*

201

6-18-26

07-02-45

7-17-00

8-01-10

08-15-09

8-28-57

9-12-30

9-25-49

10-08-52
s

10-21-39

11-04-13

11-16-34

11-28-46

(0)- 10-52

(0)-22-55

1-04-58

1-17-04

1-29-18

2-11-42

2-24-18

3-07-09

3-20-15

4-03-37

4-17-14

5-01-05
'

5-15-07

5-29-17

6-13-34

6-27-53

7-12-11



211

221

7-26-24

8UO-29

8-24-23

9-08-05

9-21-32

10-04-44

10-17-40

11-00-21

11-12-49

11-25-06

(0)-7-14

1-01-20

1-13-25

1-25-34

2-07-52

2-20-21

3-03-04

3-16-02
!

03-29-15

-. fair

231

srrr:

clT

241

4-12-43

4-26-27

5-10-22

5-24-29

6-08-42

6-23-00

7-07-19

7-21-36

8-05-46

8-19-46

9-03-35

9-17-11

;* 10-00-31

10-13-35

10-26-25

11-09-00

11-21-22

(0)-3-35

(0)-27-44



THE first column notes the number of tin' Vii&yti, aiui fin; ISM

column notes the number of the forresponciinj 1

,
verve . Sinn- there

are five extra verses owing to two versus represent inn five Vnkynv,

the verse numbers where1 the repetition occurs ;ue nlw untt-i!,
i-o thai

this will help as a concordance.

1 iffo: W. \ 131

11 $n' 11 14)

41 S<a . 44 171

51 TO 53** 18!

61 suite 03 I'M -iflT I'KJ

71 W? 73 f)l

81 *ifa 83 211

91 ?1RH. 1 J3 .,'.-21

101 ^flR 1U3 .Lil

111 5^ H.i .Ml

121 W las .MH

*
37, 39 ami .U ;trt- rrp^t^d, mul -.^ Uir Hihru JIM uf

two numbers,
**

40 is rep*ai(t(l ant) tht- litirr^ti- ljriomr* Jiu
1 163 is repeated urn! the difference brcomr\ far-



The first column shows the Vakya numbers for each of the

nine rounds in the Ras'ts, and the second column shows the total

number of Vakyas in each* round.

Total 248


